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One of the things that semi-middle age and a decade of marriage brings is a certain relaxation of
the laws of romance. The once seemingly immutable rules of passion and never-ending sparks of
love give way to confidence and some combination of philios and agape (with unexpected moments
of eros, just to remind me that the person residing in my house wearing sweatpants is still the fire-
breathing goddess of desire I knew back in the day). I enjoy the confident life of long-term love with
my wife. We do, however, need the occasional shake up in the relationship.

Valentine’s Day may hold different attractions for men and women. My wife Lori wanted a little
romance last night. I wanted a steak. Living in a small town, the options are somewhat limited for
both romance and steaks. Someday, I’ll be a good vegetarian and sensitive guy. Lori wanted to do
the things we did as a dating couple. Maybe a movie followed by a romantic (read: quiet) dinner at a
local restaurant. I was willing to drive to Chicago if it meant getting my dinner on. The first problem
was that we’re movie snobs. While I felt like seeing the film about the romance between the eight
foot tall blue chick and the Marine, she wanted a few hours of weeping, Nicholas Sparks love and
death. This led to ending up at Blockbuster for Couple’s Retreat. The next thing was the romantic
meal. Now, you can have a lovely dinner at any restaurant. Romance isn’t about the venue. We
found ourselves at Chili’s. For me, this was fine. There was college basketball on the television and
lots of people from town that we both know. There was even a troop of obnoxious cheerleaders
bottling up tables. Okay, so maybe romance can’t be had at just any restaurant. We found that quiet
conversation and a pleasant meal could still be attempted. Well, until the naked teenager paraded

through the restaurant. I didn’t think about it at first and
then it hit me: “When was the last time I saw a high
school kid in a banana hammock walking around
Chili’s?” So. Date night. Video rental. Nachos. Kid in his
skivvies.  Fortunately, the high schooler went to circle the
parking lot, with a temp reading a balmy 27 degrees.

None of this really makes a difference. Romance is real
for us no matter who shows up in tiny underpants. We
cemented our love before ever meeting  and so standing
on the social customs for couples has never been a
priority. I used to put phony personals on Yahoo and Lori
answered one. Before dating, we spent hours on-line
and over the phone debating everything from Jar-Jar
Binks to what we wanted for each of our respective
futures. Jar-Jar is gone, we’re still talking. We did have a
good time celebrating last night, anyway. I got dinner,
Lori got her movie and we had a few laughs. Besides,
I’m planning a romantic anniversary. No Chili’s, but I’m
sure there are some beautiful, streaker free  restaurants
in the world and they’re ours to explore.
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